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Darkflash S21 ARGB CPU active cooling (white)

Darkflash S21 ARGB active CPU cooling (white)
Create optimal working conditions for your computer's processor. Darkflash S21 active cooling stands out for its excellent performance
and offers a TDP of 210 watts. It also provides efficient heat dissipation and excellent airflow. It is also equipped with a fan running at
exceptional speed and ARGB colored backlighting. What's more, the cooling is compatible with both Intel and AMD processors.
 
Reliable cooling system
Forget  about  the  problem  of  an  overheating  computer  -  with  Darkflash  you  can  play  dynamic  games  and  use  demanding  programs
without worry. The cooling is equipped with copper heatpipes that directly contact the CPU for better heat transfer. The S21 also has 56
aluminum  fins.  The  space  between  them  has  been  specially  optimized  to  guarantee  great  airflow.  All  this  translates  into  maximum
cooling performance.
 
Powerful fan
A powerful fan, which operates at about 800-2000 RPM, is responsible for reliable cooling of the processor. It is equipped with a hydraulic
bearing and is distinguished by a service life of up to 40,000 hours - don't be afraid that it will wear out quickly. Also noteworthy is its low
volume level,  which does not  exceed 30.15 dBA -  forget  about  annoying noise!  The fan also  uses  a  PWM controller,  which adjusts  its
speed depending on the current temperature.
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Stylish design
The cooling features not only performance, but also a stylish,  modern design.  Laser engraving adds to its  original  style,  while colorful
ARGB backlighting catches the eye and allows you to transform the character of your computer. Thanks to this, the S21 model will  be
perfect in combination with a transparent case - a great way to achieve unique visual effects!
 
 
ManufacturerDarkflashModelS21Compatibility  with  AMD  processorsAM4  /  AM3(+)  /  AM2(+)  /  FM2  /  FM1Compatibility  with  Intel
processorsLGA 115x / 12xx / 17xx / 1366 (Core I5 / I7 / I9 CPU).Heatsink size130 x 75 x 157 mmHeat sinksCopperNumber of fans1RPM
controlPWMMaximum  speed  [rpm].800Minimum  speed  [rpm].2000Bearing  typeHydraulicFan  size120  x  130  x  25  mmNumber  of  fan
blades9IlluminationARGBMTBF lifetime40 000 hTDP210 WHeight175 mmWidth130 mmDepth75 mm

Preço:

€ 37.99

Jogos, Cooling, Active cooling
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